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50.026                God of Gold’s I AM Prayer  

I open a new vein of light in the Earth for the sunlight of  
abundance to flow here. 

I work in conjunction with Fortuna, Goddess of Supply, and take 
advantage of the dispensation that she has brought—the anchoring of  
a greater presence of living, gold light within me and within this flow-
field. 

I AM the sunlight of God’s eternal purpose for Earth manifest 
now. 

I AM the living light of the abundance of the Almighty flowing 
through my consciousness.  

I AM a heart of gold sending forth light rays to all the Earth and 
her evolutions to know the wisdom of God, the power of God and the 
love of God within.  

I accept fully who I AM in God as a God-realized one. And thus 
all abundance, all cosmic flow is here for me to use in the alchemy of 
love and in the givingness of the Spirit. 

My chakras spin on behalf of the Buddhas of illumination and 
understanding. And by the vortex of fire that I bear, there is sustained 
in the Earth the golden-age consciousness whereby all are raised into 
the light of the crown of their own being and experience divine  
wisdom, divine knowledge and an understanding of the higher princi-
ples of light.  

I AM merging my heartstream with the Almighty whereby the 
sacred flow continues day and night, even as I AM a vessel for the all-
abundance of God on behalf of those whom I serve.  

I AM the manifest action of the all-knowingness of God. I know 
where to go and how to serve to best befit this world for the new  
energies of Aquarius that are here as we experience the golden-age 
civilization, manifest.
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